
EMPOWERING CHILDREN THROUGH CREATIVITY

AFTERSCHOOL WORKSHOPS - CARTOONING MODULE 1

Here's how it works:  

       1. Pick an afternoon and time frame that 
            works.  

       2. Allocate a room for the 6 weeks -10  
            weeks and 1 staff member. 

       3. Send us 35 kids each week
           (can be  different or the same) 

       4. Prepare for afternoons of fun!
 
      

BRING YOUR CHARACTERS TO LIFE 6-10 WEEKS

$165 
Per week includes GST

Toonworld invites you and your kids to come on a creative journey one afternoon per week where we 
will teach simple, fun steps to creating their own cool characters. 
Remember in Toonworld there are no Erasers! Because there are no mistakes, Erasers are the 
Enemy!

What we supply: 
• We will send a fully accredited, talented Toonpreneur who will supply all materials and will teach a 

45min lesson that will have the children creatively engaged!  

• Each week the children will receive fun drawing activity sheets with a different learning outcome which 
they can collect and maybe make into a book.

BOOK NOW



EMPOWERING CHILDREN THROUGH CREATIVITY

AFTERSCHOOL WORKSHOPS - ANIMATION MODULE 1

Here's how it works:  

       1. Pick an afternoon and time frame that 
            works.  

       2. Allocate a room for the 6 weeks -10  
            weeks and 1 staff member. 

       3. Send us 35 kids each week 

       4. Prepare for afternoons of fun!
 
      

BRING YOUR IDEAS TO LIFE 6-10 WEEKS

$215 
Per week includes GST

Toonworld invites your students to join us in discovering the exciting world of Animation and 
experience the magic of film production.
Remember in Toonworld anything is possible! Because children’s creativity has no limit!

What we supply: 
• We will send a fully accredited, talented Toonpreneur who will supply all materials and will teach a 

60min lesson that will have the children creatively engaged!  

• Each week the children will work in teams exploring different aspects of the 2D and stop motion 
animation process through fun and practical exercices.

BOOK NOW
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